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Summary

This paper proposes a general class of almost unbiased ratio and product
estimators for estimating the finite population mean Y using jackknife techni
que envisaged by Quenouille [2]. The expression for mean squared error
(MSB) is obtained to the first degree of approximation. The optimum esti
mator in the class is also identified. It is also seen that the estimator reported
by Quenouille [2] is a particular case of the proposed class of estimators.
Discussions are made under simple random sampling without replacement
(SRSWOR) throughout the investigation.

Keywords : Population mean, almost unbiased ratio and product estimators,
Jackknife estimator, optimum estimator.

Introduction

Use of auxiliary information for improving the precision of the esti
mates ,in the field of sample surveys has been well recognized. Some of
the important applications are in the areas of ratio and product methods
of estimation. When the character y under investigation and auxiliary
character x are positively correlated the ratio method is quite effective.
On the other hand if the correlation between y and x is high but negative,
Robson [5] and Murthy [1] propounded a complementary method to the
ratio method, called product method of estimation.

Let the variates y, x take values {yi, x\) on the /th unit (/ = \,1,.. .,N)
in a finite population. First assume yi, xi P- 0, since the survey variates
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are generally non-negative with only occasional exceptions like savings
and profit. Section 4 covers such cases. A common situation in surveys

is that the population mean X = S xi of the auxiliary character x
/=1

— ^is known and we are to estimate Y—N~^ S yi, the population mean

of the study character 7. For illustration, consider a simple random
sample ofn « N) units withoutReplacement from the population. Let
(j>, x) beunbiased Mtimators of (Y, X) based on n, observations. Then
ratio estimator of y is

h = J>(xix) (1.1)

The bias and mean squared error (MSB) of y, do not have closed
, form expressions. The usual approximation (to the first degree ofapprox

imation) to these are

Bit) = r(l-K)C'. (1.2)
and

^ + (1 - 2 K) Cl] (1.3)

where K = p(C,/C^), p = Cov (y, xW, •a^), C, - cr„/ Y,
- - N _

Cx = axlX, = AT-I S (v, — K)®, v = x, y and/ = n/N.
1=1

2. The Class of Almost Unbiased Ratio Estimator

It is obvious from (1.2) that the usual ratio estimator is biased. It is
therefore, desirable to reduce or completely eliminate it. Quenouille [2]
has suggested a technique now well known as jackknife estimation, of
making ratio estimator unbiased to the desired degree of approximation,
which is further generalized by Schucany, Gray and Owen [6], We use
this method for reducing the bias in ratio-type estimator and also an
approach adopted by Rao [3] for defining a class of estimators. Herethe
simple random sample of size n = gm drawn without replacement, is
split at random into g subsamples, each of size m. We, now, define the
ratio estimator

(2.,)
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y'j and X) being the sample mean based on a sample of (m —m) units
obtained by omitting the yth group.

Motivated by Rao [3] we consider a class of estimator for Y as

7'=Aji, + {l -E{fm yrJ,

8

g

(2.2)

where Yrj = ~ ^ y] ^l '̂j > Ais arandom variable and /(A) i
^ ;=i

a function of A.

Now ris unbiased for T if

is

E(T) = Y or

if ^[A n - E{fiX)} Y,j] = E(y- tj) (2.3)

for which A = x/X and /(A) = Ais a solution.
Introducing a constant 'p' in right hand side of (2.3) we write (2.3) as

n - E{fiX)} Yrj] = E[p - Y,j + p Yr - p Y,]

The bias of Ytj to the first degree of approximation is given by

B( ?,/)
{n- m) N

From (1.2) and (2.5) we have

n(Y^ - n)(n- m) ^ (p .

^ E{Y,) =Y + 8B(Yrj)

=> E(K) = (1 - S) F+s £(?;/); s =

Using (2.7) in (2.4) we find that

E[XY,- E{f{X))Y,j] = E

Fr - (1 + PS) tj

from which it follows that

A =

w'here £(/(A)) = (1 + p^).

P+ {1 - P(1 -S)} ^
jl —

(N — n) (n — m)
n{N — n + m)

P-{1 -P(l-8)) =
Jk

and/ (A) = A,

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)
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Substituting (2.9) in (2.2) we obtain a general class of almost unbiased
ratio estimators as

7^= [{1 - P(1 - S)} j) + Y- pS-L y (xjx])] (2.10)
^ ;=1

Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 ; The class of estimators

T= 7,Yr + E{1 -/(A)} YrJ

would be almost unbiased if ^ = /- + {1 - /.(I - 8)}

= Afor which E (/(A)) = (1 + pS).
When N is very large or the population is infinite the class of almost

unbiased ratio estimator T boils down to ;

and / (A)

g

1
/=1

where S* = (g - i)/g.

r* - [{1 - (1 - 8*)} j) + j ^s* ^ 2 j*; )]
(2 11)

IRemark 2.1. We observe that/7 = 0, gives the usual unbiased estimar

to'' ^ while p = (1 —S)-i yields the estimator

^ _ (iV - n + m) / YiV - \ , . 1 ^
N—2 y>

y=i

(2.12)
[see Sukhatmes and Ashok ([8] equation (67), pp. 207)]
When Nis very large or the population is infinite the estimator T, turns
out to be

Tt =«f. - 2 ?, (m,) (2.13)
7=1

which is due to Quenouille [2].
For p = S-i, T reduces to another estimator

T, = S-i y, - _ y j); ) + (2 - 8-i) y
^ j=l

Many other almost unbiased ratio estimators can be obtained by putting
various suitablevalues of p in (2.10).
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3. Optimum Estimator in the Class (2.10)

We have from (2.10) that

y(r) = V(y) + p' V{,h) - 2p Cov (> h) (3.1)

where h = [(1 — S)j> — t^] and fa = F, — S Y^j.

To terms of order ,0(«~*), it is easy to verify that

V(Y,) = V(Yrj) = Cov (Yr, Yrj) = M(F,)

Cov (j. r,) =Cov (f, f,i) =(t' (c; - ^c;) j.,3.2)

»'W =(-t^)yc; J
Substituting (3.2) in (3.1) we get

V{T) =(-4^) +P(1 - 8) {p (1 - 8) - 2iS:} ] (3.3)
which is minimized for

;, = ir(l -8)-i = i'opt (say) (3.4)

Substituting (3.4) in (3.3) we obtain the minimum variance of T as

Min. nr) =(-4"^) y Cl (1 - p«) (3.5)

which is equivalent to the approximate variance of usual biased regres

sion estimator Y^, = ^ + b(X — .?), where b is the sample regression
coefficient of j? on x.

Substituting the value = jST (1 — 8)-»

for p in (2.10) we obtain optimum estimator in the class (2.10) defined by

r, =[(1 - i^:);»+ ^:(1 - 8)-» ^m) -khi- 8)-^ j £ jj; (-I^)
(3.6)

with the variance as given in (3.5).
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4. Negatively Correlated Variates

When auxiliary information on a variate x is available which is negat
ively correlatedwith y, it was shown that this information could be pr<^
fitably used to construct a 'product estimator' for population mean Y
which is in certain cases far superior to the conventional estimator
which does not iise the information on x. The usual product estimator

% = y ixfx) (4.1)
is in general biased. Murthy [1] and Rao [4] have reported some unbias
ed product estimators, based on interpenetrating subsample design/repli
cated samples. For the same purpose Sbukla [7] has applied the method
developed by Quenouille [2]. We use this latter method for getting rid of

bias in the product estimator Y„. The jackknife product estimator is
defined by

yw =v T y-(*; in j= 1,2 (4.2)
^ j=i

where = (np — m yi)]{n — m) and = (« x — mxj)l(n — m); (p, x)
and (pj, Xj) are the sample means based on entire sample of size n and
subsample of size m = nig.

A. As

The exact biases of Yp and Ypj are given by

rATC' (4.3)

and

It follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that

^ (N - It) (n - m) „ A s
- n(N-n + m) ^

=> £(F,) = (1 - 8) T+S£(f,/); S= ~ , (4.5)
n {jy — n -j- m)

Motivated by Rao [4] we define a class of product estimators for Y as

r= |aF, + {1-^(/(!x))} T,/, (4.6)
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where n is stochastic and /((a) is a function of i^. Proceeding as in
section 2, it is easy to check that

9 + (l -(1

Yp-{1 + Bq) Y,j

q being a non-stochastic.
It follows from (4.7) that

[A =[g +{1 - (1 - 8) q} and /(t^) =[x

(4.7)

(4.8)

for which £{/([>•)) = (1 + S^).
Substituting (4.8) in (4.6) we find the general form of unbiased product
estimator as

_ g

Tr=[{l-il-^)q}y +qy[y)-f-^ (x; /-?)] (4.9)

Thus we have the following theorem :

7=1

Theorem 4.1 : The class of product estimators

T = ti r, + {1 —JS(/(H'))} Ynj; ((x is stochastic), is unbiased for =
[q+{\ - (1 - 8) (Xlx)] andfiii.) = (S/Z) where E (/((^)) =
(1 + Sq), q being a non-stochastic.

If the population size N is very large or population is infinite then T,
in (4.9) reduces to

_ g

=[{1 -(1 -S*)g}j> +o('=) - j>;(x;/^] (4.10)

where 8* = (^ — i) g-\
The class of unbiased product-type estimators Tp in (4.9) reduces to the
following set of unbiased estimators of 7:

(0 Tn = f for?=0

<U) r.. - i «(^;/F).
;=i

for ? = (1 — S)-i. This is Shukla [7] type estimator.
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(iii) r.3 = s-1 y, - y (x; ix) + {2- s-^) p, for q = s-i.
^7=1;

Several other unbiased product-type estimator can be had by substitut
ing various suitable yalues of 9 in (4.9).

5. Optimum Estimator in the Class (4.9)

From (4.9) we have

V(T,) = F(j>) + q* V{T**) - Iq Cov T**) (5.1)

where T** = (1 - 8) j> - >** and T** = f, - S%j.

To terms of order 0(«-*), it is easy to verify that

v{h) = v(tj) = Cov (h tf) =M(n) = r'
[C^ + (l + IK) Cl\

Cov {9, %) = Cov (j), Y^j) = ~ y• (C^ + ), (5.2)

Using (5.2) in (5.1) we obtain the variance of-Jj. to the desired degree of
approximation (i.e. to terms of order 0(n-')) as

ViT,) =( y' [C; +9(1 - 8) {? (1 - S) +2K} Cl ] (5.3)
which is minimized for

q= -K(l- 8)-i = ^opt (say) (5.4)

Hence the minimum MSE/variance of Tp is given by

Min • ViTj,) = y' Cl (1 - p*) (5.5)
which is equivalent to the approximate variance of usual biased regression

-A. • •

estimator Yir.

Substituting the value of ^opt (4-9) we obtain the optimum estimator

- 1 ^Tpu =[(1+K)P- m - 8)-i p(xlX) +ii:(l - S) S-^. -L 2

(X'JX)] (5.6)

Vr|th minimum variance in the class,
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